Versare’s larger room dividers get all the fuss, but now it’s time for the little guys. Our acoustical panels serve as subtle flare for your office, home, or school as much as they serve to dampen sound.
UNCOVER A GEM

Versare’s Sound Stones (Wall) and Sound Stones (Art) are a stylish way to dampen sound and improve the décor in your music studio, from home to professional-level. With an outer layer of our durable acoustical fabric, a middle layer of 2000-gram density nonwoven polyester, and an inner layer of mineral board honeycomb. Choose from a variety of sizes and over 20 colors (and several color/pattern combos) to create a truly custom setup.

RAISE THE FLAG

Much like the original Sound Stones (Wall), Sound Stones (Ceiling) are an excellent way to dampen sound. But this version of Sound Stones hangs from your ceiling in a flag-like formation, which gives the acoustic panel its modern look and provides a unique mode of sound dampening. This contemporary style is perfect for open offices and large auditoriums. Combine with the original Sound Stones to add visual interest and enhance acoustic performance.

PICK A STANDOUT

Our freestanding wonder, the Monolith, is tough as nails and designed to control the sound in virtually any space. At 55” tall, 24” wide at the base, 16” wide at the top and weighing a mere 24 lbs., the sound panel is also easy to lift and relocate. With its dashing shape and standout colors, the Monolith is a bright addition to a conference room, auditorium, restaurant, or anywhere with reverberation and echoes that need to be calmed. Though it stands alone, team up multiple Monolith sound panels for best results, and add Sound Stones to really make an impact.

BUILD A FORT

Want to make sure students—or employees—don’t steal each other’s work? Provide workstation privacy in your classroom or office with Work Forts. These desktop privacy panels are comprised of the same push-pin-able acoustical material as our Sound Stones and Monolith, so they provide physical privacy and dampen sound. Choose from square, rectangle, and wave shapes in over 20 different colors to create the perfect Work Fort setup.